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Junior
Heat
1
Nathan Smith started in pole
position for heat 1 of the
juniors. A clean start was
made by all; Thomas Oxley
instantly making a move on
Euan Allison, promoting him
up to P2. A very close first
couple of laps until the red
flag was waved, a driver

Heat 2
Jordan Cain starts heat 2 in
pole position. The lights go
out and it was a relatively
clean get away, there’s some
minor contact behind,
allowing Jordan to instantly
create a gap to the chasing
pack. At the back, after
losing out earlier on in the

going straight on at the exit
of the tunnel. The driver was
okay and the session was
resumed under full course
yellows, the yellows were
cleared and Nathan bolted,
managing to create and then
extend a gap over P2 driver
Thomas Oxley. Euan Allison
was sticking to the back of

Thomas like glue, however
he was unable to force him
into a mistake. The
chequered flag is waved and
a convincing win by Nathan
Smith, followed by Thomas
Oxley and Euan Allison.

race, Tyus Stevens was
trying hard to regain the
position lost to Hugo
Cunnington, in the process
earning himself a bumping
warning. Meanwhile P2
driver Oliver Aloul was
having a solid race and
setting his sights on reducing

the gap between himself and
Jordan Cain. Tyus finally
makes a move on Hugo and
makes it stick and gets
himself up to P6. The
chequered flag goes out;
Jordan Cain leads from
Oliver Aloul and Bhavmeet
Singh.

allowed James to create a
gap out front. A fast starting
Ioan Evans manages to get
past Euan Allison, allowing
him to chase down heat 1
winner Nathan Smith for P5.
Back out front, an excellent
demonstration of defensive
driving by Thomas Oxley was

preventing Jordan from
getting through, however at
the turn 2 hairpin, Thomas
left a gap just wide enough
for Jordan’s kart and he took
the opportunity. James
Brown leads the drivers
across the line, followed by
Jordan Cain and Thomas
Oxley

poleman Hugo at turn 8. Both
escape unaffected. A black
flag is waved at Bhavmeet
Singh for an over ambitious
move which saw him gain
advantage by contact, a 5
second penalty soon
followed. P4 man Ollie Shaw
makes a move on Tyus and

gets himself up in to P3.
Nathan refused to give up,
however he ran out of time.
Hugo leads the drivers
across the line, followed by
Nathan Smith and Ollie
Shaw.

defenseless Ollie concedes
the position and promotes
Alex into P1. The pair start to
pull away from the rest of the
field. Further back Oliver
Aloul overtakes Tyus
Stevens then on the last lap
manages to overhaul Ioan
Evans to get himself up to

P4. The chequered goes out
and it’s Alex Bomberg that
leads Ollie Shaw followed by
a strong performing
Bhavmeet Singh.

Heat 3
Heat number 3 saw James
Brown and Thomas Oxley
start on the front row. It was
a clean start by all, with all
karts being nose to tail for
the first lap. Jordan Cain in
P4 quickly disposing of P3
driver Oliver Aloul. The battle
between Jordan and Thomas

Heat 4
Pole position for heat 4 was
occupied by Hugo
Cunnington. A determined
Nathan Smith instantly
overtakes Tyus Stevens at
the start, the field of drivers
are closely packed together,
pushing hard, there’s contact
between Nathan and

Heat 5
Heat 5 sees Ollie Shaw and
Bhavmeet Singh start on the
front row. Alex Bomberg gets
a great start from P3 to
demote Bhavmeet into P3.
The field is closely bound
together. Alex makes a lunge
on P1 racer Ollie Shaw on
the way into turn 8; a
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Junior
Heat
6
Heat 5 winner Alex Bomberg
lines up in P1 for heat 6. A
quick reaction by all as the
rd
lights go out, 3 place driver
Oliver Flexen instantly
getting a move done on a
napping Euan Allison.
Mayhem at turn 2, where
nearly all karts become

Heat 7
Oliver Flexen lines up next to
Harry Knowles for heat 7.
Seb Duesbury making an
excellent start to get himself
up to P2 around the first
corner. A terrible first few
laps for Ioan Evans sees him
spin at turn 8. Nathan Smith
manages to get past Oliver

stationary. Jordan Cain the
main benefactor, managing
to not only overtake Thomas
Oxley, but Harry Knowles,
Hugo Cunnington and Euan
Allison to get himself up to
P3, Jordan then makes light
work of Oliver Flexen to get
up into P2. A close battle at
the back between Harry
Aloul mid-way through the
race. Nathan has a look at a
move on Harry on the
outside of turn 4 and sets
himself up nicely for turn 6
and keeps the position, up to
P3 now. Oliver looks at a
move into the turn 8 hairpin,
side by side with Seb, and

Knowles and Hugo
Cunnington was starting to
unfold when the chequered
went out. Another win for
Alex Bomberg followed by a
storming Jordan Cain and
Oliver Flexen.

comes out on top, Oliver now
up to P4. Chequered goes
out and an unchallenged
Oliver Flexen wins heat 7
followed by Seb Duesbury
and Nathan Smith.

Heat 8
Pole position goes to Seb
Duesbury in heat 8. A chaotic
start allows P4 racer Jordan
Cain to overtake his three
contempories in front in one
corner. Harry Knowles is
given a black flag for
advantage by contact on the
turn 3 hairpin. It gets worse

for Harry when he is shown
the blue flag to allow the
leaders through. Ollie Shaw
holds onto P3 just behind
Seb. Out front Jordan was
comfortably extending his
lead lap by lap. Alex
Bomberg executes an
excellent manoeuvre similar

to that of Nathan Smith in
heat 7 around turn 4 on
Bhavmeet Singh. Jordan
Cain wins another race,
followed home by Seb
Duesbury and Ollie Shaw.

the field from P4 to P1 in a
short amount of laps. Seb
continuing to slice his way
through the pack to get
himself up into P2, followed
very closely by Thomas
Oxley. A quiet race for Hugo
Cunnington was ruined at the
end after a spin dropped him

to the back of the pack late
on. James Brown wins ahead
of Seb Duesbury and
Thomas Oxley.

Heat 9
Ioan Evans lines up next to
Tyus Stevens for the last
heat of the day. A quick
starting Seb Duesbury
instantly manages to
overtake Thomas Oxley off
the line for P5. Some
masterful overtaking sees
James Brown come through
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Junior
Junior ‘B’ Final

With it all to play for in the ‘B’ final, the eventual winner would get to join the ‘A’ finalists. Oliver
Aloul deservedly starting in pole position followed by Hugo Cunnington and Tyus Stevens.
A clean get away by all and a very close first lap sees no positional change between the drivers.
P3 driver Tyus Stevens was trying hard, however, unfortunately had a spin at the turn 3 hairpin,
demoting him down the order. Oliver Aloul was again demonstrating what a strong driver he is,
slowly pulling away from the chasing pack headed by Hugo Cunnington.
A forceful Tyus Stevens was trying to regain the ground lost after his earlier spin, he was all over
the back of Euan Allison, and makes an opportunistic move into turn 2, Tyus made the move
stick, however, Euan repaid the favour going into turn 3.
Further back, P4 racer Bhavmeet Singh was hanging on to the back of Ioan Evans, trying to force
the young driver into a mistake, but another mature drive from Ioan prevented this. The top 4
drivers were throughout were covered only by a short distance.

A hectic last lap saw Harry Knowles spin out at turn 8 shortly followed by Hugo Cunnington at
turn 3, keeping the marshals very busy! Another win by Oliver Aloul seals his inclusion to the ‘A’
nd
rd
final. Ioan Evans brings his kart home 2 followed by Bhavmeet Singh in 3 .

Junior ‘A’ Final

After winning the ‘B’ final, Oliver Aloul joins at the back of the ‘A’ final led by a dominant Jordan
Cain and James Brown.
A fast reacting Alex Bomberg disposes of James Brown going into turn 1. There’s a lot of contact
going into turn 2 which allows Jordan to pull a gap from the karts behind and allows James to get
back past Alex. Further back, a good start from Thomas Oxley sees him instantly challenge
Oliver Flexen for P5.
Oliver Flexen demonstrated some excellent defensive driving throughout the heats, and this
carried over to the final, managing to keep several drivers behind him. However, going through
the chicane, an ever determined Thomas Oxley placed his kart on the inside of Oliver Flexen,
forcing him wide, allowing Seb Duesbury to also gain a position. Thomas now set his sights on
catching P4 racer Nathan Smith.
James Brown was doing an excellent job of keeping Nathan Smith and a fast approaching
Thomas Oxley behind him. The chequered went out and it was yet another win for Jordan Cain
followed by James Brown and Alex Bomberg.

